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INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the Cauchy problem for a linear hyperbolic 
(n x n)-system 
a,u= f ~,(~,t)a~u+~(x,t)~+~(~,r), (x, t)ERm+l 
j= I (0) 
Wx, 0) = G(x), .Y E R", 
where x = (x,, . . . . x,) E R”, t E R, 8, = a/ax,, U = (U,, . . . . U,) is real valued, 
Aj and B are real valued (n x n) matrices with Aj symmetric. In this article 
we continue the study of generalized solutions in the Colombeau algebra 
S(lFP+’ ), in which system (0) is allowed to have coefficients in S(P” ‘) 
and initial data belonging to S(R”‘). The one dimensional case has been 
investigated in [8, 111. The motivation for our approach using the algebra 
qlRm+ l ) of generalized functions is that we wish to solve (0) with discon- 
tinuous coefficients; in this case (0) does not have distributional solutions 
in general (a simple equation without distributional solutions has been 
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given by Hurd and Sattinger [7]; its solutions in 9(lQ2) are analyzed in 
[lo]). Moreover, transformations of variables in systems with discon- 
tinuous coefficients usually bring about coefficients involving products of 
discontinuous functions and measures. These transformations are possible 
in the setting of 9( Iw” + ’ ), but not within distribution theory. 
For reasons explained below, we assume that the coefficients of the 
matrices Aj and B in (0) are constant for large 1x1; otherwise they may be 
arbitrary generalized functions subjected to a mild restriction (concerning 
the dependence on the parameter E appearing in the definition of the 
elements of Y( R” + i )). Using energy estimates, we establish existence and 
uniqueness of a solution U in 9( lRm+ ’ ), given initial data G E 9(W). In 
case the coefficients are smooth, we obtain the following regularity results: 
If the initial data are smooth as well, then the generalized solution U is 
equal in 9( Iw” + ’ ) to the classical smooth solution. If the initial data belong 
to the Sobolev space H”( IWm) for some s E IF!, then the generalized solution 
U is associated in the sense of Colombeau [3,4] to the classical solution 
in %( lR : H”(W)). 
The assumption of constancy of the coefficients for large 1x1 replaces the 
hypothesis of global boundedness, used in the one dimensional case in 
[S, 111, and guarantees finite propagation speed near infinity. It is 
interesting to note that this assumption allows the coefficients to be 
arbitrary distributions on their domain of non-constancy, while in general 
an existence-uniqueness result in 9([Wm+‘) fails to hold when the coef- 
ficients are distributions not constant near infinity, see [lo]. Let us also 
point out that infinite propagation speed may occur in hyperbolic systems 
with distributional coefficients (see Remark 2 at the end of Section l), thus 
some restriction on the coefficients is needed. 
The motivating example for our study was the following transmission 
problem from acoustics: 
d,p(x, t) + c:(x) p,,(x) div, u(x, t) = 0 
aAx, t) + PC’(X) grad,p(x, t) = 0, 
(PI 
where x E Iw”, t E [w, u = (u, , . . . . u,). These equations describe the propaga- 
tion of acoustic waves in Lagrangian coordinates; p,, is the density, c,, the 
sound speed of the medium at rest, while the unknown functions p, u 
denote acoustic perturbations from equilibrium of the pressure and 
velocity, see PoirCe [ 12, 131. The problem is to solve (P) when p,,, c0 are 
strictly positive and piecewise constants, but possibly discontinuous across 
certain curves. A change of unknown functions, which is valid in Y( [w” + ’ ), 
brings (P) into symmetric form. It follows that system (P) has unique solu- 
tions in 9( [w” + i ), provided the generalized functions representing cO, p,, in 
qw+l) are chosen suitably. 
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Save for the case of one space dimension [ 111, we were not able to 
calculate the associated distribution to the generalized solution to (P), 
when the initial data produce a smooth acoustic wave approaching the dis- 
continuity of the medium. Nevertheless, our existence-uniqueness result has 
some numerical significance; let us explain why: The fact that problem (P) 
has solutions with equality in 9( R” + ‘) means that the physical laws incor- 
porated in the formulation of (P) are valid inside the discontinuous 
transition; see [2, 5, 6) for a detailed explication. Accordingly, numerical 
schemes designed for solving (P) must employ a tine grid near the discon- 
tinuity (the numerical methods calculate one of the smooth approximants 
whose class in Y( R” + ’ ) is the generalized solution). On the other hand, it 
is known that shock wave solutions to quasilinear hyperbolic systems can- 
not satisfy the equations with equality in %(liY+ ‘) (otherwise, equivalent 
formulations would be possible, which produce contradicting jump condi- 
tions): In some lines of the system, the equality = must be replaced by the 
association x . In this case the numerical schemes should be coarse near 
the discontinuity, expressing the fact that it is unknown what are the 
correct constitutive equations inside the shock. This dual approach to the 
numerical solution of discontinuous problems has been developed and suc- 
cessfully employed in Colombeau [S], Colombeau and Perrot [6], and 
Barka, Colombeau, and Perrot [2]. In short, our existence-uniqueness 
result provides a criterion for choosing the appropriate numerical scheme. 
In particular, for problem (P) in two space dimensions, numerical simula- 
tions have been undertaken accordingly in [2]. The results strongly 
suggest the existence of an associated distribution. 
Finally, let us remark that the next case to be studied is the strictly 
hyperbolic one. For this, a generalization of the theory of pseudodifferen- 
tial operators is needed, allowing the symbols to belong to Y(R’). It is a 
pleasure to thank J. F. Colombeau for helpful discussions both in the sum- 
mer of 1987 and 1988, when the second author was a visiting scientist at 
the University of Bordeaux. 
1. DEFINITIONS, AUXILIARY NOTIONS, AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In what follows, (x, t) = (x1, . . . . x,, t) E R”+ ’ denote the independent 
variables, and a, = a/ax,, a, = a/at. Otherwise we employ the usual multi- 
index notation for the derivatives. For simplicity, all functions and 
generalized functions in this article are assumed to be real valued. Consider 
system (0) under the additional assumption that the (n x n)-matrices 
Ai(x, t) and B(x, t) have smooth entries, constant for large 1x1, and the A, 
are symmetric. It is well known that system (0), under these assumptions, 
admits a unique solution UE %?,(W+ ‘), given initial data GE Vm( KY’), 
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and FE%P(R”‘+~ ). In fact, the standard H”-theory gives a unique solution 
UE%?~([W : Hm(Rm)), provided GEH”(R”) and FE~~([W : HCO(Rm)), 
where Hm(Rm)= n,,, HS(Rm), see, e.g., [l, Theorem 6.4.51. The 
necessary patching up for the general %?-result will be possible by the 
constancy of the coefficients for large 1x1 and finite propagation speed for 
hyperbolic systems with constant coefficients. An argument of this type will 
be crucial when we consider solutions in %(EY+ ‘)-recall the possible 
occurrence of infinite propagation speed-so we shall sketch the basic 
ingredients here. The Cauchy problem for system (0), with constant coef- 
ficients, has a (unique) fundamental solution E(t) E %?‘(I2 : Y’(R”‘)), i.e., a 
solution with initial data G = (6, . . . . 6). E(t) can be calculated immediately 
by Fourier transform with respect to the x-variables. The Paley-Wiener 
theorem gives that the support of E(t) is contained in the cone 1x1 d cltl, 
where c is determined by the matrix norms of the Aj. Thus we have finite 
propagation speed in the constant coefficient case. This immediately gives 
uniqueness of solutions to the original (non-constant) system (0) in 
GP(W+ ): A solution WE %?oo(lRm+l ) with GE 0, FE 0 must have the 
property that W(x, t) has compact support with respect to x for fixed t, 
since it solves a constant coefficient system for 1x1 large. Thus such a W 
belongs to %Y( R : H”(Rm)), and the previous uniqueness result applies. 
This argument also allows the patching of solutions by means of a locally 
finite partition of unity: the V”-existence result follows. 
We now briefly recall some facts from the theory of generalized func- 
tions, due to Colombeau [3,4], which are needed. We shall employ a 
somewhat simplified version of ‘S( R’), well adapted to hyperbolic problems. 
The algebra Y(R’), containing the distributions, is constructed as follows: 
For q a nonnegative integer, set 
where g(R) denotes the space of smooth functions with compact support, 
and 
Further, for cp E .B$( R’) and E > 0 define (Pi by 
Let S[R’] be the algebra of all functions from dq( [WI) into %Zm(R’). We 
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shall write u(q, y) for the value of u(q) at y E R’. The subalgebra of 
moderate elements, J&,,[R’], is defined as follows: u E gM [IX’], iff 
VKc R’ compact, Va E Nb, XVE N such that 
Vq E dN(iR’), 3C > 0, 3q> 0 with 
SUP bwrp,, Yll d c&-“, O<E<l’f. 
ytK 
The ideal A’“( R’) consists of all u E &M[ IX’] such that 
(1) 
VKc R’ compact, t/ore Nb, 3Ne N such that 
Vq>N, Vcp~d~([w’), 3C>O, 3~>0 with 
sup lai*u(q&, y)l G cEy-N, O<E<Yj. 
JEK 
(2) 
Finally, we define the algebra 3(rW’) by 
q Ox’) = c!YM [ R’]/Jv( !I@). 
We shall use capital letters for the members of %(I%‘), small letters for their 
corresponding representatives. 
The space of distributions LY(R’) is contained in 9( R’) via the 
imbedding 
w  + class of [q + w  * cp] 
for w  E a’( R’), cp E ~&(lw’). In connection with the partitions of unity we 
shall employ, it will be useful to keep in mind that for w  E ‘P(R’) this 
imbedding and the constant imbedding 
w  -+ class of [q + w] 
yield the same element of Y( R’). In particular, UK( R’) is a subalgebra of 
q [WI). 
Differentiation of members of 93(lR’) is defined on representatives: 
P V= class of [q + d”u(cp, .)] 
for VE%(IR’), cr~Nb, where u is a representative of V. These derivatives 
extend the usual ones on 9’( I?). Every element of %( R’) has restrictions to 
the coordinate hyperplanes as 
VI {x,=0} =class of [q=~p~“~~‘+u(cp~‘, x1, . . . . xIPI, 0)] 
This restriction map coincides with the classical one on Vm(R’). The above 
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assertions give a meaning to system (0) in g(l!V+ ‘); all details can be 
found in [3,4], see also [9]. 
Finally, let us recall that an element VE g( W’) is termed to be null on 
an open subset D c R’, if XV= 0 in 22(lR’) for every x E V’( R’) with support 
contained in 1;2. The support of an element V of 9(R’) is the complement 
of the largest open set where V is null. The following observation will be 
useful. 
Remark 1. Suppose VE%(@) has compact support. Then V has a 
representative with compact support independently of cp E J&( R’). Indeed, 
it suffices to take a representative u of V and a function x E $.@( W’) which is 
identically one on a neighborhood of the support of V. Then xv is also a 
representative of V. 
An element T/E 9(R’) is called constant on an open subset 52 c R’, if 
there is c E [w such that V- c is null on B (we do not consider generalized 
constants [3,4] in this article). At last, we shall say that 
VE g(W’) is of logarithmic type, if it has a representative 
property 
There is NE IV such that for every cp E JZ$,( R’) 
there exist C > 0, q > 0 with 
an element 
u with the 
(3) 
sup lu(cp,,y)( GNlog:for O<E<~. 
yew 
We are ready to state the main result. 
THEOREM. In system (0), let Aj, B, and F haoe values in %( [w” + ’ ). 
Assume that the matrices Aj are symmetric, and i3,Aj as well as B is of 
logarithmic type (k, j= 1, . . . . m). In addition, assume that Aj and B are 
constant for large 1x1. Then given initial data GE S(P), problem (0) has a 
unique solution U E 9( [w” + ’ ). 
Let us explain how this result allows one to solve problem (0) in 
S(lF+’ ) in case the coefficient matrices are discontinuous, or even dis- 
tributions of higher order. To bring about the property of logarithmic type, 
the concept of association is needed as follows: Two elements V, WE 9( [w’) 
are called associated, provided for some (and hence all) representatives u, 
w  of V, W, it holds that 
V$og(R’) 3NeIV such that V~~E&‘~((W’) 
pyo j- (u(cp,, xl - w((P,, xl) $(x1 dx = 0. 
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Now, if one starts with matrices aj,L”([w”+‘), be W-‘3a(iWmf’), 
constant for large 1x1, then Proposition 1.5 of [ 1 l] shows that there exist 
matrices A,, B with values in Y(R m + ‘), which are associated to a, and b, 
respectively, and meet all requirements of the Theorem. A slight modiftca- 
tion of the proof there yields the same result even for aj, b E Wpk3 “(IF+ ’ ). 
It is in this sense that problem (0) can be solved with distributions as 
coefficients, constant for large 1x1. 
The question arises: How does the generalized solution behave macro- 
scopically, i.e., does it have an associated distribution? In the discontinuous 
case, we do not have results except in dimension m = 1 (see, however, the 
numerical evidence in [2]). Nevertheless, when the coefficients are smooth, 
we have the following regularity result: 
PROPOSITION. In the Theorem, assume additionally that the coefficient 
matrices Aj, B belong to Vm([Wm+ ‘). 
(a) If FE$Y([W”+ ), GE SF?~([W”‘), then the generalized solution 
LkC!?ii!(iJF+ ) is equal in C!?( [w” + ’ ) to the classical smooth solution. 
(b) Zf FE L2(F! : H3(IWm)) and GE H”([W”‘) for some s E IX, then the 
generalized solution U E %( OF” + ’ ) is associated to the classical solution 
belonging to %7( [w : H”( IV)). 
Finally, let us come back to the possible occurrence of infinite propaga- 
tion speed, which is avoided in this article by assuming that the coefficients 
are constant for large 1x1: 
Remark 2. Consider the equation 
a,u=+, t) a,u, (5, t)E R2 
W, 0) = G(x), XER, 
where we assume that GEM and A(x,t)=a,f(t-1) for some 
f E 9’(W); more precisely, A is the class of cp = cp,@ ‘pO -+ d, f * qo(t - 1) 
in 3(R2). Letting u(cp,x,t)=G(x+f*cp,(t-1)-f*cp,(-1)) for 
cp = c+I~@ ‘pO E SS’JR*) and (x, t) E R2, it is obvious that u belongs to 
&,,[R*], and so its class U in %(R*) defines a solution. To obtain an 
example with infinite propagation speed, we take f (t - 1) = log ( t - 11. The 
equation becomes 
a,u= up--& a,u, ( > 
(x, t) E R2 
u(x, 0) = G(x), XER, 
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where vp( l/(t - 1)) denotes the principal value distribution ~7, log It- 1 I. It 
is immediate to check that in this case 
lim u(cp,,x,t)=G(x+log(t-11) 
E’O 
in 9’( [w*). Thus the solution U admits G(x + log (t - 1) ) as associated dis- 
tribution. It follows that any domain of influence of the (compact) support 
of G must contain the half line {(x, t) : x 2 0, t = 1 }. 
2. PROOFS 
We begin by proving the Theorem. We shall make use of energy 
estimates for smooth solutions U to problem (0), with smooth coefficients 
and smooth F. Since we need to keep track carefully of the norms of the 
coefficients, we do not employ the usual technique (application of the 
operator (1 -A)“) to obtain higher order estimates. Rather, we shall start 
with the Lz-energy inequality and then study the equations solved by the 
derivatives of the solution. Fixing T> 0, assuming that A, and B are 
smooth and that U and F are zero outside a compact set of the form 
K x [ - T, T], we have the well known energy estimate 
for - T < t d T. The unspecified norms are L*-norms over Iw”, while 11. )I o. 
denotes the Lm-norm on Kx [ - T, T]; c(n) is a dimensional factor 
depending on the chosen matrix norm. By Gronwall’s inequality, this gives 
immediately 
II Wll* < 
*exp(c(n) .(,,,,,,I~~, ~p4jilm+1)} (4) 
for -T<tGT. 
Proof of Existence. We first assume that the initial data G have com- 
pact support, and that the projection of the support of F onto the hyper- 
plane (t=O} is compact as well. Pick representatives uj, b of Aj, B which 
have the properties required in the Theorem and pick representatives f, g 
of F, G with the same support properties (Remark 1). We define a 
prospective representative 24 E 8 [ ll2” + ’ ] of the solution as follows: Given 
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(P=(p~(m+‘kdp!m+l)) we let u(cp, x, t) be the classical smooth solution 
to problem (0) with initial data g(cpF”, x), and coefficients ~~(40, x, t), 
b(cp, x, t), f(cp, x, t). If we show that u is moderate, i.e., satisfies condition 
(1 ), then its class U in 9( [w” + ’ ) will be a solution to (0). 
Fix T > 0. Observe that it is possible to find a compact set K, such that 
all of the following holds: g(cpF”, x) = 0 for x 4 K,, f(cp, x, t) = 0, 
aj(q, x, t) and b(cp, x, t) are constant for x4 K,, and - Td f < T. More 
importantly, K, may be chosen independently of cp E .&(EY’+ ‘) by using 
appropriate cut-offs (Remark 1). It follows from the argument in Section 1 
concerning the finite propagation speed in the constant coefficient case, 
that u(cp, x, t) will be supported in a (possibly larger) cylindrical compact 
set Kx C-T, T] for -T<t<T. 
Now take cp E z.$,,(R”+ ’ ) with N so large that the moderation property 
holds for g(cp,, x), f(cp,, x, t), and the logarithmic estimate (3) holds for 
a,u,(cp,, x, t) and b(cp,, x, t). Inserting these expressions in place of U(O), 
F, A,, B in the energy estimate (4) we obtain that 
< Cd& -NI (5) 
for - Td t d T and small E, where N1 does not depend on cp or E, and cq 
does not depend on E (here the need for the requirement of logarithmic 
growth becomes evident). 
Our next task will be to derive a similar estimate on the derivatives with 
respect to x of u((p,, x, t). We proceed by induction over the order of the 
derivatives. Generally, if U is a solution to (0) and V= (P U, ,.., PU) is 
the vector of all derivatives of order r of U with respect to x, then V 
satisfies a symmetric hyperbolic system of the form 
d,V= f A"jajV+BV+R(V), 
j= I 
where the Aj are (vm x vm) block diagonal matrices with v copies of the 
matrix Aj along the diagonal, B is a (vm x vm)-matrix built up solelely from 
8,Aj and B (k, j= 1, . . . . m), and R involves only derivatives of U of order 
less than r. Thus if we have obtained estimates of type (5) for all 
x-derivatives @u(cp,, x, t) with IsI <r, we can insert R(u(cp,, x, t)) in the 
place of Fin the energy estimate (4) and obtain an estimate of type (5) for 
all Pu((P,, x, t) with (aI = r, using the observation on the structure of A,, 
B above and the moderation property of all coefficients involved. 
Finally, once the x-derivatives are estimated, the derivatives with respect 
to t can be estimated successively from there. For example, equation (0) 
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gives immediately the estimate for ~,u((P,, x, t), while differentiating (0) 
with respect to xk gives the estimate for a, aku; this in turn gives the 
estimate for 8, a,~, and so on. 
We ultimately arrive at the assertion that for every c1 E Nr’ ’ there is 
NE N such that for all ~E&~(R”‘+ ‘) there is C>O such that 
for -T< t d T and small E; i.e., we have estimates on the HS-norms of 
U((PE? .Y .), for all s. By the Sobolev imbedding theorem, the estimates (6) 
hold with the Loo-norm as well. This shows that u is moderate, and 
concludes the existence proof in the case of compact support. 
Now if F and G do not have the compact support properties above, we 
take a locally finite smooth partition of unity {xk}ke N with xk E 9(Rm). 
We let u,(cp, x, t) be the classical solution to (0) with initial data 
Xk(X) de”, x) and coefficients aj(cp, x, t), b( cp, x, t), xk(x) f(cp, x, t). Each 
uk is moderate. Moreover, the same argument involving finite propagation 
speed for 1x1 large as before yields that the supports of the uk((p, x, t), inter- 
sected with the strip IR” x [ - T, T], constitute a locally finite family. Thus 
Ckm_, u,(cp, x, t) is well defined and still moderate; its class in S(Rm+ ‘) is 
clearly a solution to (0). 1 
As a preliminary step to the uniqueness part of the Theorem we establish 
a result which is tantamount to uniqueness of solutions to (0) in 93(lRm+‘) 
when the coefficients are constant. 
LEMMA. Assume that the coefficients in system (0) are constant, and let 
E(t) E %?( R : a’( W”)) be the fundamental solution of the Cauchy problem. If 
d belongs to N(W” + ‘), then the map 
I 
I 
cp-+ E(t-s) * d(rp, ., s) ds (7) 
0 
belongs to N( II?“+ ‘) as well. 
Proof of Lemma. Fix T> 0. The set { E( t - s) > _ TG s, ,< T is an equi- 
continuous subset of 9’(Rm). Thus for every compact subset K of UP, it is 
contained in the polar of some neighborhood of zero of gK(Rm); i.e., there 
is C>O and VE fV;t such that 
I(E(t-s), $>I GCSUP SUP lWY)I 
.vsK IXJ<” 
(8) 
for all II/ E Q(DV) with support in K. We shall prove that (7) enjoys the null 
property (2) on any given compact set L x [ - T, T] c R”+ ‘. For the 
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values of x, t, and s under consideration, the convolution in (7) may be 
written as 
where 2 E g( Rm) is identically one of the support of E( t - s), - T < s, t < T. 
Letting K = supp(x) in (8), we have the estimate 
I(E(f -s) * d(cp,:, ., s))(x)1 6 c sup sup laQ(y) d(cp,,, s- ?‘, .s))l 
VEK IllG,’ 
for all x E L and - T d s, t < T. Since d E JV( IX”+ I), the right hand side is 
bounded by some constant times E y-N for N large enough, q >, N, and 
CpE.d,(R”+ ). This gives the desired estimate for (7). The derivatives are 
estimated by the same argument. 1 
Proqf sf’ Uniqueness. Assume that WE %‘(R”“‘) is a solution to 
at w= f A,(& t) a, W+ B(x, t) 
j= I (9) 
W(x, 0) = 0 
with the assumptions on A,, B as in the Theorem. We are going to show 
that for fixed T, there is a ball K such that W(x, t) is null for x 4 K, 
- T< t d T. Given representatives w, uj, b of W, Aj, B, we have from (9) 
that there exist d E M(lR” + ‘) and do E M(R”‘) such that 
alw= f a,aiw+bw+d 
j= 1 
4x, 0) = do(x), 
where we suppress the dependence on cp E &O(R”+ ‘) in our notation. By 
subtracting d,,@ 1 from w, we may assume that d,, = 0. Pick a function 
x E %F( IV) which is zero on a ball K1 containing all x where a,(~, t), 
b(x, t) are non-constant, and which equals one outside a ball K2 2 K, 
Then XMI solves the constant coefficient problem 
a,(xw) = f u, a,(p) + b(xw) + Xd- 5 aj(djx)w. 
j=l /=I 
Letting E(t) be the fundamental solution as in the Lemma, we have that 
xw(t)=j-; E(t-s)* Xd(.,s)- f a,(Q)w(.,s)}ds. 
j= I 
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It follows from the support properties of the fundamental solution (cf. 
Section 1) and the support properties of dix that the second term under the 
integral vanishes outside Kx [ - T, T] for some ball K ZJ K2. From the 
Lemma, the first term enjoys the null property, and we conclude that 
W=xW=O off Kx C-T, T], as desired. 
Next, from Remark 1, we may choose a representative w  of W such that 
w(cp,x,t)rO for x&K, -T<t<T, and all cp~&~(P+‘). Clearly, the 
corresponding element do JV( Iw” + ’ ) must vanish off K x [ - T, T] as well; 
in addition, we may assume that w((pFm, x, 0) E 0. With this information 
we can insert w((p,, x, t), d(cp,, x, t), aj(q,, x, t), b((p,, x, t) in the energy 
estimate (4). Using the moderation and logarithmic growth properties of 
aj, b and the null property of d we obtain immediately an estimate of the 
form 
for - T< I < T, large enough N, q > N, cp E dq( R”+ ‘), and E small. From 
there we proceed inductively as in the existence proof to obtain the higher 
order estimates. 1 
Proof of the Proposition. (a) For WE %‘m(W’), the two imbeddings 
described in Section 1 yield the same element of Y([w’). Thus given coef- 
ficient matrices Ai, BE %Y( lRm+ ’ ), they may be used-as they are-as 
representatives of their corresponding members of 3( KY”+ I), and they 
clearly enjoy the properties required in the Theorem. The same observation 
applies to initial data GE %P’(lP), and FE V(R*+‘). Also, the restriction 
of a smooth function, viewed as an element of 9?(R*+‘), to the hyperplane 
{t = 0} is equal in ?Y(llV’) to the classical restriction. It follows that the 
class in Y( [w”’ ‘) of the classical smooth solution is a solution to problem 
(0) in %(UP+’ ). By uniqueness, it coincides with the generalized 
solution U. 
(b) Given GE HS(IWm), FE L2(Iw : H”( P’)), we may construct a 
representative U of the solution U in 3( Iw” + ’ ) as the classical solution with 
initial data G * cp$“, inhomogeneity F * cp, and coefficients Aj(x, t), the 
classical smooth functions themselves. The argument using the energy 
estimate (4) goes through in this case without assumptions on the 
supports, since we now have L2-bounds on the data, obtained from 
IIG * till LZ(W)< lIG/Iw(w) 11(1-~)-“‘*rl/ll~~~oa~~ 
IIF* cpll L~(R :Lqrwm)) G IIFII L*(n:~qw)) 11(1--4)-“‘2~II~l(~m+~) 
which holds for 40 E~([W~+I ), $ E 9(lR”‘). This way the moderation 
property of the representative U above can be proved as well. Since we have 
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existence and uniqueness of a classical solution u E ‘#( R : H”( KY)), see, e.g., 
[ 1, Theorem 6.451, the closed graph theorem implies that t’ depends 
continuously on the data. But G * $, + G in HS(Rm), F * cpc -+ F in 
L2(R : HS(Rm)), and so U(cp,, .) -+ u in V(R : H’(KY)). Consequently, the 
solution U in ~(llY+ ‘) is associated to u. 1 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we shall describe how our results may be applied to the 
transmission problem (P) stated in the Introduction. We assume that 
pO, c0 are piecewise constant, strictly positive, and do no depend on t. 
Obviously, the system is not symmetric in the form (P). However, if we 
introduce the new dependent variable 
q=& 
COP0 
then the system for (q, u) will be symmetric. Indeed, using that co, p0 do 
not depend on t, one finds without difficulty that 
c?,q+c,div,u=O 
(Q) 
a,u+c,grad.q+ 5 grad ): p. + grad, co q = 0. 
PO 
Observe that some of the coefficients are now products of discontinuous 
functions with measures, so this coordinate change is meaningless classi- 
cally. However, under the assumptions above, it is possible to represent po, 
co as elements of %(llF+ ‘) in such a way that they remain strictly above 
zero and do not depend on t, cf. [ 11, Sect. 21. Then the systems (P) and 
(Q) are equivalent in 3(Rm+ ’ ). In addition, the representation of po, co in 
cqkP+ ’ ) may be chosen in such a way that the coefficients in (Q) satisfy 
the logarithmic growth requirement of the Theorem and are constant for 
large 1x1, following the arguments from [ll, Proposition 1.51. Thus system 
(Q) has a unique solution (q, u) E %‘(LV’+ ‘) with prescribed initial data 
belonging to 9( R”‘), and the same holds for the original system (P). 
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